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The next STARS meeting will be at the STARS Field, June 10th, at 7:00.  As a 
reminder, the meeting is always the second Wednesday of the month.  The STARS 

meetings will be at the field until fall. 
HeliJam 7 is on! 

 
Hopefully, June's weather will show an 
improvement over the prior few months.  
While the snow and bitter cold may be gone 
for a while, unrelenting and annoying wind 
mixed with rain has made for a trying time 
for flying.  Despite this, turnout has been 
generally good. 
 
Helijam 7 is right around the corner on June 
27, 2015, with setup on the evening of June 
26.  Please mark your calendars accordingly, 
and if possible, set some time aside on the 
evening of June 26 to help with setup. 
 
Due to the efforts of Phil Morgan, we have 
secured a Field Improvement Grant from the 
AMA in the amount of $120.00.  Thanks 
Phil! 
 
Again, I want to remind all members that the 
CPR course is scheduled for July 20, 2015 at 
6:30 pm at the field.  I encourage all 
members, their families and guests so attend  

 
 
this very worthwhile course.  There is a per 
person charge of $15.00 payable at the time of 
attendance.  It is my understanding that the 
course should take about one hour to 
complete.  At this time, I have heard from 7 
confirmed attendees.  If you are planning to 
attend, please be sure to send me an email so 
indicating; we need at least 14 people to 
attend, and since the survey indicated 24 
positive responses, we should be able to attain 
this minimum goal.  
 
I am proud to say that the field is in terrific 
shape thanks to the continuing selfless efforts 
of our great field committee; please be sure to 
thank Dave, Herb, and Ted for their work. 
 
That's it for this month. 
 
Fly often and fly safe! 
 
Ken 
 



Secretary’s Report: Jeff Wolsley 
 

 
 
The May 2015 STARS regular meeting was called to order at 
7:02.  There were 15 Open Members, 3 Associate, 0 guest, and 0 
youth members in attendence. 
 

Secretary’s Report: 
 

The Secretary’s Report from the April news letter was approved. 
Motion to approve by Peter Seiffert and 2nd by Mike Graham.  
Carried. 
 

Treasurer’s Report:  Bob Rowe 
 

Bob Rowe was absent so no report given 
 

Committee Reports:    
 

Field Committee:  Dave Jewell 
 

The grass has been cut.  As usual the field look beautiful. 
 

AMA:  Peter Seiffert 
 

New Fly Safe Program.  This is an I-phone app. that allows you to 
enter your coordinates and it will tell you if it’s safe to fly in your 
present location. (I’m not sure if this is the correct link-
http://skypixel.org/post/81975172404) 
 
New AMA member special is 25% off until 12/31/15. 
 
Safety Report:   Peter Seiffert 
 

After eleventymillion days of safe flying (or since the last 
incident, whichever came first) Mike O’Neil was the first casualty 
of ’15.  He decided to put caution to the wind and put his window 
down to photograph the lions, wait, no- feed the propeller on his 
airplane.  NO FINGERS in props, Mike!  Or anyone else for that 
matter.  Learn and teach the safety zone around the propeller- least 
safe- inline on the side, moderately safe- in front, most safe- 
behind. 
 
It was suggested that the prop tip should be painted with a high 
visibility contrasting color.  This will help Improve the visibility 
of the spinning prop. 
 

Flight School:  Ken Kadish (Bob Rowe not present) 
 

Fixed Wing:  Eight students in the class.  They are getting in as 
many as eight flights in per class so the group is very busy. 
 
 

Heli: The weather has been uncooperative.  Too windy to fly 
yesterday.  The class has lower than usual attendance.  Quads are 
more popular and have displaced the traditional heli.  They are 
easier to fly and more attractive. 
 
Food:  The grille needs to be fixed. 

 

STARS Web Site:  Paul Volcko 
 

The site has been running well. 
 

Please view the field cam at: 
http://www.amadistrictiistars.org/ 
http://www.amadistrictiistars.org/scam.html 
This is an infrared cam so you can see some activity at night. 
 
 
 
 

Old Business: 
 
Heli-Jam: 
 

The June meeting will be the last planning meeting before the 
event.  There are 11 pilots registered so far.  The event is 
advertised in Model Aviation, Runryder, and Helifreak. 
http://rc.runryder.com/helicopter/home/ 
http://www.helifreak.com/ 
 

Future Planning:  
 

Driveway run-a-crush- Bob Rowe will make it happen. 
Fence- Just fix the bad posts for right now. 
Replace the two older windows in the clubhouse- needs to be 
discussed. 
Drainage- rear of clubhouse is pending 
 

AED/CPR- 
 

Phil Morgan.  Grant received. The end goal is to put the grant plus 
residuals at the end of 2015 towards the purchase of a refurbished 
unit. 
 

CROP SHARE- 
 

Renewing contract.  Paperwork pending. 
 
Big Bird Giant Scale: 
 
The giant scale group will meet on 05/20/15 for the first formal 
gathering.  It will be held regularly the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays 
through September. 
 
Control Line: 
 

Mike O’Neil – will coordinate events at the field. 
 

Mike has a DVD of Joe Nall Week to loan out.  Contact Mike if 
you are interested in borrowing it. Mike O'Neil 
 

Facebook: 
 

The STARS now have a Facebook page.  There are 52 members at 
this time. 
 

New Business: 
 

 
CPR Class: 
 

The CPR class will be July 20 at 6:30 at the STARS field.  Please 
come and bring as many as you like.  The cost per person is 15.00. 
 
Adjournment:   
 

The May regular monthly meeting of the STARS was adjourned at 
7:34pm. 
 
 
Secretary, Jeff Wolsley 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://rc.runryder.com/helicopter/home/
http://www.helifreak.com/
http://skypixel.org/post/81975172404
mailto:mike@oneillny.com?subject=I%20want%20to%20Borrow%20the%20Joe%20Nall%20DVD
http://www.amadistrictiistars.org/
http://www.amadistrictiistars.org/scam.html


After the Meeting Show and Tell 
 

No after the meeting show and tell. 
 
Safety Officer Report: Peter Seiffert   
 
 

Balance your props!  All props need to be checked for balance.  Even the expensive ones need some kind of 
touch up.  There are several good videos on YouTube on this.  Sometimes a prop may need more than just tip 
balancing. 
 
Paint the tips a good contrasting color to improve the visibility.  Check the balance after painting.  See Mike 
O’Neil for a refresher on this subject. 
 
See the included IMAA Big Bird Safety Checklist in the news letter.  Please visit the AMA website and review 
the AMA safety rules.

 
 
 

Calendar of Events for May- July (and beyond) Events: Editor’s Note- Also watch your e-
mail for sudden changes to events like cancellations or re-scheduling due to weather.  

 
May 7- STARS Fixed Wing Flight School 

starts STARS field 5:30 
May 20th- Big Bird (Formerly IMAA) flying 

starts at the STARS field.  1st 
and 3rd Wednesday each 
month. 

June 6-  Syracuse Rocket Challenge 
June 27 STARS 7th Annual HeliJam 

July 18  RCCR-VR/CS Hal DeBolt mem. Fly In 
July 20 STARS Field 6:30pm CPR training 

Class 
August 8-9 Binghamton Arrows Giant Scale 

Fun Fly 
Indoor activities are ending for the season.  
Look for additional indoor events and updates 
to indoor flying schedules! 

 

 
MoST Scheduled Events-  The MoST has cancelled the demonstrations due to a conflict with 
an exhibit they have.  Hopefully they will consider rescheduling.  Stay tuned… 
 
Indoor helicopter flying at Walt’s-  5:00-8:30 Wednesdays.  There is a 5.00 landing fee.  For any 
additional information contact Walt's HobbyTown 453-2291 
 

Camillus Indoor Aviators (CIA) indoor flying at First Baptist Church located at 1960 State Route 5 
in Elbridge Tuesday and Friday 6:00 to 9:00 and the first Saturday of each month 4:00 to 9:00 
(2.4GHz only) 
 
Flight Schools- IT’S NEVER TOO LATE TO JOIN ONE OF THE FLIGHT 
SCHOOLS 
Heli and Multirotor night begins April 21st.  Fixed wing preflight check in April 23 at 
the STARS Field.  Fixed wing night starts May 7th. 
 
 

Please visit the AMA DistrictII website or the Event Section in the back of Model Aviation for additional information on 
these and other event 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



IMAA Big Bird Safety Checklist 
Balance 
Is the longitudinal center of gravity (for and aft) within the range shown on the plans? 
Is the model balanced laterally (side to side)? 
Alignment 
Are all the flying surfaces at the proper angle relative to each other? 
Are there any twists in the wing? 
Do the wings and removable tailplane seat properly on the fuselage everytime? 
Is the engine set at the proper thrust angle as shown on the plans? 
Control Surfaces 
Are all control surfaces securely attached? (i.e., hi9nges glued, pinned).  Pull on each one to test. 
Are the control horns secured to the model? 
Control Linkages 
Have all the linkages been checked to be sure they are secure? 
Are the clevises closed?  (Keepers or fuel tubing should be fitted to ensure they stay closed) 
Engine / Motor Mount Security and Operation 
Are all engine mount screws tight, including mount to bulkhead if applicable? 
Are the propeller bolts and/or spinner tight?  If a single nut, is there a safety nut as well? 
Does the throttle work without binding? 
Does the throttle trim tab shut down the engine? 
Has the propeller been balanced and checked for damage? 
Are the propeller tips painted a contrasting color?  (while not essential it makes the propeller much easier to see) 
Has the engine been thoroughly test run? (engine idle and throttle up properly) 
Is the fuel tank installed correctly?  (i.e., carburetor at the same height as fuel tank, fuel tank clunk in proper position and 
moving freely, fuel lines in good condition and connected to the engine correctly) 
Radio Equipment 
Are the receiver and the battery securely mounted and padded with foam to protect from vibration and shock? 
Are all the electrical connectors secure? 
Is the receivers antenna fully extended and in good condition? 
Are the batteries charged and in good condition (check under load with a volt meter if unsure)? 
Are all servo securely fastened to the rails or trays? 
Are servo arms firmly attached with screw in place? 
Are all push rods firmly securely in servo arms (again keepers or fuel tubing should be fitted)? 
Are the control throws in the correct direction with proper amount o0f deflection (as per plan)? 
Rudder & tailwheel: Left stick should move the rear of the rudder and tailwheel to the left. 
Nosewheel: Left stick should move the front of the nosewheel to the left 
Aileron: left stick should move left aileron up and right down. 
Elevator: Pulling back on the stick should move the back of the elevator up. 
Canard: Pulling back on the stick (elevator) should make the front of the canard move up 
Throttle: With trim set fully forward, pushing the stick forward should open throttle fully.  With trim set fully backward, 
pulling the stick back should fully close the throttle. 
Has a full range check been performed? (see below) 
Undercarriage (where fitted) 
Is the undercarriage firmly attached to airframe and the wheels securely retained? 
Does aircraft taxi in a straight line? 
General 
Is the covering tight with no visible signs of damage? 
Are the retaining bolts in place and secure? 
Are any hatches, cowls and canopies secure? 
Are all components structurally sound? 
Are your name and contact details marked on the model somewhere easily visible? (in case it’s lost) 
Range Checking the radio 
Verify frequency is available and mark it as yours if necessary. 
Turn on transmitter check the correct model is selected (if applicable) and then turn on the receiver. 
Important: make sure the transmitter aerial is down fully. 
Ask someone to help and walk away from the model until signs if loss of control are apparent.  If electric powered ensure 
that the range is not worse with the motor running. 
Before EVERY flight: 
Check the receiver battery pack to ensure enough charge for the flight intended. 
Check for damage and the control throw direction of all surfaces. 



Advertisements: 

   
 
FOR SALE: 
 
Please visit the Southern Tier RC Swap Shop.  Dan Luchaco has included me in his mailing 
list.  This is the current edition- 
 
Please see the attached PDF file in the e-mail 
 
All contact information is included with the ads.  
 
 
If you want to list modeling items for sale, R/C services offered, or a really neat R/C  web site, this 
would be a good spot.  Free for members.  Send your advertisement by e-mail to 
jwolsley@verizon.net.  Please put STARS ADVERTISEMENT in the subject line.  
 
 
 
 
Links- 
 
New website to check out-  http://www.flyboyzblog.com/ 
 

This site has articles pertaining to both full scale and model aircraft.  Check it out. 
 

 

A REALLY COOL WEBSITE- Thanks to former 
STARS member Rick Colvin for pointing this out at 
the June 2009 meeting- For those of you who ever wanted to 
learn how to make a fiberglass plug and molds, this is the guy to check 
out.  Even if the plane in the project doesn’t interest you, the education 
from the process may.   Bob Moore (B1 Bob) takes you through each 
process step by step, including the “Bob-o-neered” parts.  He shows you 
how to make professional looking parts in his garage workshop.  This 
includes carbon fiber composite parts as well as the use of light weight 
foam to produce so really impressive light weight but very strong parts.  
He shows all- the good and the bad, so you get to learn right along with 
him.    If the YouTube hyperlink doesn’t work, copy the following URL 
into your browser line and click go.  It’s over 3000 videos.  Bob has 
recently started a new kit that he will be selling to help fund the 

new/improved B-1.  He is also making custom parts for other modelers to correct or repair their composite jets.  The original B-1 is for 
sale on RC Universe.  Bob promises that he will be starting on the improved B-1 this winter.  How To Build A B-1 Bomber 10 
Minutes At a Time. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqTKJU6PlkA&feature=channel_page 
This is the link to the web site- http://www.b1modelproject.com  
 
 

Howard Blair found an interesting video from YouTube on micro flight 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuoFA2fKjEo&feature=fvst 
 
Tom Catalino pointed out this site recently.  An excellent site for Lipo battery info-  
http://sites.google.com/site/tjinguytech/charging-how-tos/balance-connectors 

Open 10-7 Tuesday thru Sunday. 
315-532-6826 

www.mexairrc.com 
www.facebook.com/mexairrc  

Winner of AMA 2015 Hobby Shop Award 
for signing up new AMA members. 

mailto:jwolsley@verizon.net?subject=I%20Have%20RC%20Stuff%20For%20Sale
http://www.flyboyzblog.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqTKJU6PlkA&feature=channel_page
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuoFA2fKjEo&feature=fvst
http://sites.google.com/site/tjinguytech/charging-how-tos/balance-connectors


 
Peter Seiffert sent along the following web site- www.servodatabase.com/servos/all 
 
Mike Graham has a torque conversion chart- 
 
 
 

Arming Switch Information- 
 

AMP’D- Arming The Big Boys, by Greg Covey November 2007 
http://www.rcuniverse.com/magazine/article_display.cfm?article_id=950 
 

RunRyder- How To Make A Spark Arrestor for an ESC by Lucien Miller 
http://www.helifreak.com/archive/index.php/t-289393.html look down to the post from gbidwell from 4-24-2011 
0601am. That’s the exact article that I have from RunRyder. 
Note- Many of the newer ESC’s have a built in spark arrestor.  If you still see and hear the spark, this is a 
good idea to save the plugs. 
 
The Link for the AMA is: 
http://www.modelaircraft.org/ 
 

The link for the AMA DII Calendar is:  
http://www.amadistrictii.org 
 

The link for the club yahoo users group is: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/grjwoup/stars_club_members/  (Don’t forget to sign in) 
 

The link for the STARS club home page at DII is 
http://www.amadistrictiistars.org/ 
 

The link for the STARS club web cam is: 
http://www.amadistrictiistars.org/scam.html 
 

The Propwash News Letter is also available at YAHOO GROUPS.  The current news letter and previous years/months 
are viewable and printable from there. 
 

Please contact Mike Graham tanjmg82@aol.com to join the STARS Yahoo group.  Send Mike an email asking to join 
from your preferred email account.  Mike will then reply with an invite to join the group.  The invitation contains the 
links and instructions necessary to join.  
 
 

Servo Torque 
Conversion Chart.pdf

http://www.servodatabase.com/servos/all
http://www.rcuniverse.com/magazine/article_display.cfm?article_id=950
http://www.helifreak.com/archive/index.php/t-289393.html
http://www.modelaircraft.org/
http://www.amadistrictii.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/stars_club_members/
http://www.amadistrictiistars.org/
http://www.amadistrictiistars.org/scam.html


 
STARS Field Satellite photo 

 
 
 

 
 
 



HELD AT THE STARS FIELD 
Thursday April 23, 2015 at 7 PM 



 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 



 
 
 
 
1. General: 
 

A. License: All pilots, students, and flying guests must have 
a current membership in a nationally recognized model 
aircraft association in order to fly. Those pilots 
participating in the Park Pilot Membership Program must 
fly models that weigh two pounds or less and be 
incapable of reaching speeds greater than 60 mph. They 
must be electric or rubber powered, or of any similar quiet 
means of propulsion. 

 

B. Spectators: Only those people essential to flight 
operations will be permitted in the pit area; all others will 
remain on the spectator side of the fence.  Impound: All 
pilots, students, and flying guests must place their 
transmitter(s) in the impound area immediately upon 
arriving at the field. 
 

C. Vehicles: Vehicles will not be permitted on the flying field. 
 

D. Crash Debris: Pilots must retrieve all pieces of their 
aircraft after a crash. Particularly, attention must be made 
to obtaining all pieces of aircraft that land in the 
neighboring fields under cultivation. 

E. Trash: All members will take home their own trash. 
 

F. Alcoholic Beverages: Members will not consume 
alcoholic beverages prior to, nor during, participation in 
any modeling operations. 

 

G. Smoking: Smoking will not be permitted in the pit area or 
on the flight line. 

 

H. Mowing: Flying on the field will not be permitted if the 
field is being mowed or maintenanced. 

 

2. Transmitters: 
 

A. Frequency Control (For non 2.4 GHz transmitters only): 
All members, students, and guests must make use of the 
field frequency control system. Each pilot will obtain the 
correct frequency flag (or pin) from the impound board 
and attach it to his/her transmitter before attempting to 
fly. 

 

B. Range Checks: Each pilot will conduct a successful radio 
equipment ground range check before flying a new or 
repaired aircraft and prior to each flying session. 

 

3. Engines: 
 

A. All internal combustion engines run at the field will have a 
silencer (except for small displacements of .09 cubic 
inches or less). 

 

B. When running an engine in the pits, keep neighboring 
personnel behind the prop arc. 

. 

4. Flying: 
 

A. Boundaries: Flying over the pit area or the spectator side 
of the fence is prohibited, unless beyond the control of 
the pilot(s). 

 

B. Taxing: Taxing is prohibited in the pit area! 
 

C. Flying: 
(1). Pilots will initiate their first turn after takeoff away 

from the pit and spectator areas. 
(2). Engines will not be started before 9 AM Monday 

through Saturday and 11 AM on Sunday (electrics 
may start at 10 AM), unless approved by the 
Event Director. 

(3). No more than three aircraft will be permitted in the air 
at one time. 

(4). All flying will be conducted from the designated flight 
boxes. 

(5). Hand launching of aircraft is prohibited from the pits. 
(6). Flight operations will cease during electrical storms. 

5. Guests: 
 

A. All guests must have a current membership in a 
nationally recognized model aircraft association in order 
to fly. 

 
 

 
 
 

B. Guests may fly at the field only with the approval of a member 
in good standing and only as long as a sponsoring member 
remains at the field. Guests will not fly unattended. 

 

C. A local guest will be allowed to fly at the field on three (3) 
separate occasions and then will be asked to join the Club. 

 
D. An out-of-town guest may make arrangements with the Club to 

fly at the field while visiting the area. The Club Officers and the 
Safety Officer will handle each out-of-town visitor on a case-
by-case basis. 

 
E. All guests are required to extend every courtesy to current 

members sharing the same flying frequency. But when there is 
a conflict over who shall fly, the Club member will have the 
first option to fly. Both the guest and the members should use 
common sense while sharing the flight line or using the same 
radio frequencies. 

 

6. RC Aircraft Utilizing “First Person View” 
Systems (AMA Document 550): 

 

A. GENERAL: 
(1). FPV flying of radio control model aircraft by AMA members 

is allowed only for noncommercial purposes as a 
hobby/recreational and/or competition activity. 

(2). All FPV flights must be conducted in accordance with 
AMA’s current National Model Aircraft Safety Code and 
any additional rules specific to the flying site/location. 

 

B. OPERATIONS – REQUIREMENTS - LIMITATIONS: 
(1). AMA FPV novice pilots must use a buddy-box system with 

an FPV spotter while learning to fly FPV. 
(2). All FPV flights require an AMA FPV pilot to have an AMA 

FPV spotter next to him/ her maintaining VLOS with the 
FPV aircraft throughout its flight. 

(3). The FPV pilot must brief the FPV spotter on the FPV 
spotter’s duties, communications and hand-over control 
procedures before FPV flight. 

 (4). The AMA FPV spotter must communicate with the FPV 
pilot to ensure the FPV aircraft remains within VLOS, 
warning the FPV pilot of approaching aircraft, and when 
avoidance techniques are necessary. 

(5). The FPV spotter may at any time during an FPV flight 
acquire the transmitter from the FPV pilot and assume 
VLOS control of the aircraft. 

(6). If the FPV pilot experiences a problem due to a loss of 
video link, orientation, or is unable to safely fly, he/she 
must abandon FPV mode and fly VLOS or pass the RC 
transmitter to the FPV spotter to assume VLOS control of 
the aircraft. 

 (7). Before initial FPV flight and after any flight system 
changes or repairs, FPV model aircraft must be test flown 
by conventional VLOS to determine that flight systems are 
working properly. 

(8). FPV model aircraft must use frequencies approved by the 
FCC for both the RC system and the wireless video 
system. Pilots must meet applicable FCC licensing 
requirements if they choose to operate the RC flight 
control system or the wireless video system on Amateur 
Band frequencies. 

 
C. RANGE – ALTITUDE – WEIGHT – SPEED: 

(1). One of the requirements in Federal Law (Public Law 112-95 
Sec 336 (c) (2) February 
14, 2012) for model aircraft to be excluded from FAA 
regulations is that model aircraft be flown within VLOS of 
the operator. 

(2). Model aircraft flown using FPV must remain at or below 
400 feet AGL when within 3 
miles of an airport as specified in the AMA Safety Code. 

(3). Model aircraft flown FPV are limited to a weight (including 
fuel, batteries, and onboard FPV equipment) of 15 lbs. and 
a speed of 70 mph.  

 

20Jan15    STARS Club Rules- End 
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1. General: 
 

A. Civil and courteous behavior is required at the field at all times. 
 

B. Safety is paramount and everyone’s business. Use common sense in all matters. 
 

C. It is strongly recommended that you do not fly alone. 
 

D. Learn where the First Aid station is located and inform the Field Committee if material has been 
issued from it. 

 

E. When opening or closing combination locks, always set the wheels to 0000. 
 

F. Last member out must close and lock the refrigerators, pavilion, and main gate. 
 

G. Cell phones are not to be used on the flight line or in the pavilion near the transmitters. 
 

2. Engine Courtesy: 
 

A. Long term tuning and initial break-in should be conducted away from the pits and spectators 
(usually at the engine break-in stand). 

 

B. Do not direct prop wash at other modelers, their aircraft, equipment, or bystanders behind the pit 
fence. Kindly inform those bystanders near the fence that you intend to start an engine before you 
do so. 

 

2. Flying Courtesy: 
 

A. Any person wishing to enter an active flying field or runway to cross same or to retrieve an 
aircraft, must loudly announce their intention to all fliers on the flight line. 

 

B. A “landing” aircraft has the right of way over an aircraft “taking-off”. 
 

C. A “dead stick” aircraft has the right of way over all others. 
 

D. All take-off and landing attempts must be announced to other pilots on the flight line. Take-offs 
are normally announced by saying “taking off”, and landings are announced by saying “landing” 
or coming in”. Dead stick landings are announced clearly to all pilots in the pits and on the flight 
line by saying “dead stick”. 

 

E. A pilot having difficulty in controlling his/her aircraft must announce to all in the pits and on the 
flight line that he/she is experiencing radio or mechanical problems. Pilots on the ground 
preparing to fly will turn off their transmitters and wait for the problem to be resolved before 
continuing to fly. Fliers in the air will stay clear of the aircraft in distress and will land, if possible, 
as long as it does not contribute to the crisis. All personnel near the pit area must be alerted to the 
situation. 

 

F. If a crash occurs on the field or in the pits, all flying will stop until the accident has been 
investigated and the debris has been cleared from the field. 

 

G. Normal flight duration is 10 minutes. Obviously, flight time may be extended if there are no other 
pilots waiting to fly or waiting for a particular radio channel. 

 

H. When you have finished flying, please return your transmitter to the impound. 
 

3. Good Earth Policy: 
 

A. Place recyclables in the appropriate container in the pavilion. 
 

B. Turn off all pavilion lights when departing the field for the night. 
 

C. The field does not have a trash removal service. If you carry anything to the field, carry it back out. 
 

D. If a pilot or guest brings a pet to the field, he/she will be responsible for supervising the animal’s 
conduct while at the field. Please observe all appropriate Field Rules. 

 

E. If you smoke, please place all cigarette butts in the butt cans in the field. 
 

F. Do not throw cans or bottles or any other trash in the outhouse pits. 
 

G. DO NOT DRINK THE WELL WATER. Well water is to be used for washing only. 
 

4. Replacement Courtesy: 
 

A. Where an individual’s plane or property is damaged by the actions of another individual, it will be 
the responsibility of the two parties to resolve the situation in an appropriate manner. 

 
01Jun02 
 



 
 

STARS POLICY REGARDING PHOTOGRAPHY 
  

• STARS is a membership organization organized under the laws of the State of New 
York. 

 
• The STARS flying field, located in Phoenix, New York, is owned by STARS, and as 

such, is privately owned property. 
 

• The purpose of this policy is to limit and restrict the reproduction of images, in any 
form, of the STARS property and the activities which occur thereon. 

 
• While the STARS property is privately owned, members, guests, and the general 

public are welcome at the field during published field hours of operation. Members, 
guests and the public must adhere to all rules imposed by STARS regarding entry 
upon and/or the use of STARS property, including the STARS policy on 
photography. 

 
• The reproduction of images of the STARS field or the activities thereon, in any form, 

is a privilege and not a right. 
 

• Except as provided below, the reproduction of images of the STARS field or activities 
thereon in any form, including, but not limited to film and digital still photography, and 
video photography in either film or digital form, is strictly forbidden. 

 
• Violation of this policy will result in immediate expulsion of the violator from the 

STARS premises, and may subject the violator to criminal and/or civil sanctions and 
penalties. 

 
• Members in good standing of STARS shall be exempt from the above requirements 

so long as any images or video produced of the STARS premises or the activities 
thereon are for personal and non-commercial use. 

 
• Guests and the general public may be permitted to photograph or video the 

STARS property and activities thereon, but only for personal and non-
commercial use, and only with the prior written consent of the Club's 
executive board. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Map to the STARS 
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The Southern Tier R/C Swap Shop Newsletter is published bi-weekly by Bob Balsie as a 
service to the local modeling community. Please send information on items for sale, or items 
that are desired, to the editor at a10hog@stny.rr.com. Please inform the editor in a timely 
manner if your item sells. 


Swap Shop Policies 


1) You may post an ad advertising something for sale, or an ad stating that you are looking for a particular item. 


2) No cost to place an ad. 


3) No commission will be charged if an item is sold. 


4) All transactions will take place directly between the seller and the buyer, and they are responsible for resolving 
all disputes connected with the sale. 


5) People who want to sell something will send the information, including a photo if possible, via email. This 
must include the item description, price, seller’s name, and seller’s e-mail address or phone number. 


6) If someone wants to buy a particular item they will send an email stating what they are looking for, and giving 
their name and email address or phone number. 


7) The newsletter will be distributed, via e-mail, twice per month at no cost. The newsletter will be sent to each 
club’s contact person and then they will distribute it to their membership. 


8) Ads for items which have not sold in six months will be deleted unless the seller requests that they be kept 
in the newsletter for an additional six months time. 


May 27th, 2015 
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Items Listed for Sale


Florio Flyer on Floats! You've seen it fly 
for years and it flies great! This is my 
last glow - I am going all electric! 
Enya 45. Bind and fly. $125 


Alan Hoffman (607)321-9626 
rcpilot@stny.rr.com 11/14/15 


30% Ultimate Biplane w/ DA100. Fromeco 
Batteries & Regulators. Hitec High Torque 
Servos. Mejzlik 28x10 Carbon Fiber Prop. 
Tru-Turn Spinner. Carbon Fiber Landing Gear 
Receiver Ready. $1700. 


Alan Hoffman (607)321-9626 
rcpilot@stny.rr.com 11/14/15 


JR XG8 8 DMSS 2.4 GHz Radio. Like new 
8 channel JR radio with 2 receivers: 
one 7 channel full range and one 4 channel 
park flier. Includes Li-Fe transmitter battery, 
charger, box & manuals. Retails for $450 
with one receiver. Asking $230. 


Scott Wallace 607-206-0928 
wallaceaero1@aol.com 11/14/15 


World Models Sky Raider 46 size sport / trainer. 
Airframe only. Requires .40 - .46 size engine or 
equivalent electric motor and four servos. 
Asking $75 


Scott Wallace 607-206-0928 
Wallaceaero1@aol.com 


11/14/15 







Items Listed for Sale


10/15/15 


Humm Bird 3D Model 
This is an original design and build by 
Dick Allen. Span is 54”. Takes a .90 
two-stroke engine. Needs a receiver 
and battery pack. Asking $45. 


Bob Balsie 607-205-1078 
a10hog@stny.rr.com 11/26/15 


OS MAX .46 AXII 
Like New engine and muffler. Will throw 
in two 11x6 props to sweeten the deal. 


. Asking $65. 


Scott Wallace 607-206-0928 
wallaceaero1@aol.com 


Eagle 2 Trainer. Plug-n-Play. OS .40 Engine. 
Asking $150. 
Larry Cobb 


cobb99@nep.net 


Eagle 2 Trainer. RTF but needs some TLC. 
OS .40 Engine. Asking $150. 


Larry Cobb 
cobb99@nep.net 9/18/15 


9/18/15 







Items Listed for Sale


Brisson 3.2 cu.in. engine NIB. Comes with 
Revmaster ignition and smoke system. 
Asking $450.00 for all. 


Tony Cammarata 
754-0209 


NIB (never used) OS Gemini 160cc 
ringed Twin 4-stroke with all original tools. 
Tower advertises it for $939.99. 
Asking $850. 


Tony Cammarata 
754-0209 9/18/15 


9/18/15 


Spectrum DX8, like new. Asking 225.00 
OBO. Athens, PA, 18810. 


Richard Bubniak 
Richard_bubniak@yahoo.com 


607-972-9041 


9/18/15 


Electric “Vjurjuso” Pattern plane by Extreme 
Flight. Very good condition with only two 
small tears in elevator covering. Needs 
radio, servos, motor and ESC. $275.00 


Jerry Roscoe 1-607-754-1550 
jerryroscoe@yahoo.com 9/18/15 



mailto:Richard_bubniak@yahoo.com





Items Listed for Sale


Horizon Hobby Ultra Stik 40. Six servos. 
Futaba 8-ch receiver (High Band). 480 motor, 
ESC and BEC. 
Asking $175 complete or $125 w/o motor 
and ESC/BEC. 


Gib Vandling 953-5100 
gvandlin@stny.rr.com 


9/18/15 


Multiple items. New in Box. 
Florio Stunt Wagon: $40. 


.40 to .45 size ARF Floats: $60 
Alan Hoffman 321-9626 


rcpilot@stny.rr.com 


GWS Tiger Moth. NEW, never flown. 
Upgraded with brushless motor and ESC. 
Two LiPo's, LiPo charger and Tactic 2.4 Ghz 
4-channel full range Tx/Rx. Fly indoors or 
outdoors. $125.00. 


Jim Quinn jaqfly@gmail.com 


9/18/15 


9/18/15 


ANTIQUE IGNITION ENGINES 
(Photos Available)


SUPER CYCLONE 60 - $150 


TWO O&R 60 ‘SPECIAL’ - $130 ea. 


ATWOOD Super Champion- $130 


McCOY Sportsman 29 - $100 


O & R 19 - $100 


Special Deal – All 6 Engines for $600 


Dan Luchaco 570-888-1856 
pafflyer@stny.rr.com 9/18/15 







Items Listed for Sale


Hobbico Accu Cycler Charger. This charger 
comes with it's own 12Volt power supply 
(plugs into 110 - 120Volt house outlet). It 
charges NiCd flight packs and 9v transmitter 
packs, automatically cycling them if desired. 
It will also cycle (discharge) NiCds at specified 
rate and sounds an audible when complete 


New price $145. Asking $60.00 
Tony Cammarata: 754-0209 


3 indoor foamies for sale new in boxes. 
(Right) Apollo Mini- wingspan is 27.5in Asking $35 
(Middle) Apollo full size- wingspan is 37.4 Asking $40 
(Left) Malibu 2-0 wingspan is 33.2in Asking $45 
I do have a few new electronics that would go with 
these planes so if you're interested we could work 
something out. 


Frank Gioffredo 607-759-1510 
fgioffredo@stny.rr.com 


9/18/15 


9/18/15 


Mini-Saturn. Excellent aerobatic model for 
outdoor use only. BNF with a DSM2 mini 
receiver and two LiPo batteries. For 
advanced pilots. $125.00 


Jim Quinn jaqfly@gmail.com 
9/18/15


Great Planes Sequence 50" wingspan. 
Comes with (3) 4 cell 2650 20c batteries. 
Asking $300 without receiver or $345 
with receiver. Has a Spektrum receiver in it. 


Frank Gioffredo 
607-748-9858 


fgioffredo@stny.rr.com 
9/18/15 



mailto:fgioffredo@stny.rr.com





Items Listed for Sale


Ball Bearing Webra .25 R/C Engine. 
Haven't used it in a while but it should be 
OK. $20.00. 


Jerry Roscoe 1-607-754-1550 
jerryroscoe@yahoo.com 


Veco 19 RC Glow Engine with throttle control 
on exhaust. No muffler. Very old. Hard to 
turn. Haven't used it in about 55 years. 
$10.00. 


Jerry Roscoe 1-607-754-1550 
jerryroscoe@yahoo.com 


R/C Boats. OPS 65 Motors and spare parts. 
Seaducer 65 & 40 Boats. Crapshooter 4 point 
hydro. Brass props. Nitro Fuel. Various other 
related items - Too much to list. Other items for 
sale also. Prices negotiable. 


Stan Solewater ssolewater@yahoo.com 


1-607-760-2705 


9/18/15 9/18/15 


9/18/15 



mailto:ssolewater@yahoo.com





Items Listed for Sale


FLASH Vintage Pattern Plane, built from a Yashioka 
kit. Complete with servos and fuel system. Fins 
were added to fuselage to enhance knife edge 
performance. Rudder area was increased to 
increase it's authority. Will perform Intermediate 
Schedule with ease. Asking $125.00 without 
engine or $175 with engine. 


Bill Markovitz wdmarko@yahoo.com 


Citabra has 4 stroke motor. A channel 72 radio is 
included. Asking $350. 


Larry Cobb 
cobb99@nep.net 


Telemaster 72”. OS 60 engine. 2 Airtronics 
radios and trainer cord. Asking $250. 


Larry Cobb 
cobb99@nep.net 


Rare Black/Gold Edition of the Saito 180. 
It is almost new with only some break-in 
running and 6 flights of flying time (NO 
CRASHES). 
Specs can be obtained from the Saito 
web site. Sale includes engine, muffler, 
remote glow plug adapter, and copies of 
the operation manual. 


$200.00 + Shipping.
Dan Luchaco 1-570-888-1856 


pafflyer23@stny.rr.com 


Lazy Bee Kit. 48” Wingspan. Box has 
been opened but all of the parts 
appear to be in NIB condition. 
Asking $100.00 


Todd Kopl 
Takopl297@gmail.com 


607-222-0588 
9/18/15 


9/18/15 


9/18/15 


9/18/15 9/18/15 
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Items Listed for Sale


Hanger 9 Ultra Coat Shrink Covering. 
New Transparent Purple. New True Red. New Silver. 
$6.00 each or 3 for $15.00. 


Brand Unknown and exact color unknown. All for $20.00. 
Large Out of Roll Pipe Yellow ? $5.00 
3 large Partial Rolls of Bright Orange $10.00 
Large Partial Roll of Bright Forest Green $5.00 
Large Partial Roll of Black $5.00 


Various pieces, rolls or Vinyl Covering for Signs numbers 
(red, blue, white, yellow, Orange, green etc ) $5.00 


Everything for $30.00. 


Jerry Roscoe 607 754-1550 
jerryroscoe@yahoo.com 


9/18/15 







Items Wanted to Buy


- Wanted -


Wanted - glow fuel up to 15%. No open or 
partial containers. 


Contact Jeff Roark: johnhenryroark@AOL.com 
607-972-5807 


Seeking parts for this factory prototype of the 
Futaba FP-UGFS 7 channel 72 megahertz radio. 
Specifically, the "copy key" assembly and a trainer 
switch. Presumably a number of 7 channel Futaba 
transmitters of this vintage use the same switch. 


Clearly this radio is well past it's prime and thus 
normally would not be worth repairing. This 
particular radio transmitter, however, is said to 
have been provided to Don Edberg for his use in 
his book about the Futaba 7 channel radio series. 
I was told that this radio started out as a helicopter 
model but was upgraded by the factory as a 
prototype. As last tested, some of the push 
buttons on the "copy key" didn't work and the 
trainer switch was broken. If anyone has a broken 
or soon to be discarded transmitter laying around 
please contact me. 


Gib Vandling 953-5100 
gvandlin@stny.rr.com 


- Wanted -


Wanted - glow fuel up to 15%. No open or 
partial containers.


Contact Jeff Roark: johnhenryroark@AOL.com
607-972-5807



mailto:johnhenryroark@AOL.com
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